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Fruitful Co-Development!
Open the door to the inspiring world of co-development. 
This guide will introduce you to an organized model for 
implementing and developing R&D&I activities in circular 

economy centres.

The development of circular economy solutions  
requires cooperation between many actors.  
Effective co-development is based on shared rules  
that all members must commit to.  
Co-development methods and tools create natural  

communication channels between businesses  
contributing to the formation of joint projects and  
thus to the opportunities for economic benefits.  
Co-development will also enable solutions that any  
individual member cannot realize. 

Rapid and low-cost experiments are utilized in  
co-development. Development through experiment 
means solving identifiable challenges arising from  
genuine needs through light-method experiments.  
Methods for ideation and development are available  
for research, development, and for creating new  
innovations.

This booklet is intended for operators and members  
of the circular economy centers, and their collaborators 
as well, such as universities and research institutes.  
The model can be easily adjusted for other business 
hubs or R&D&I ventures as well.

This booklet has been produced as part of work package 3 for the 6Aika: Circular Economy Centres of the Future  

(CircHubs) project, in which the R&D&I platform concept for the purposes of circular economy centres was developed.
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Challenge-Driven Innovation

Challenge-driven innovation means that  

the topics chosen for co-development come 

from actors in the area or are arising from 

societal needs.

A good challenge for co-development is concise 
and unambiguous. It is also important to precisely define  
the desired level of solution: whether we are looking for  
ideas for further development, partial or complete solutions, 
or a set of alternative solutions. This will help decide the  
optimal team of participants and the suitable  
co-development method.

A clearly defined challenge also enables reliable evaluation 
of the results, allowing further development for the most 
promising ideas.

Pihlajamaa & Halme 2019
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Process of  
Challenge-Driven Innovation

VTT, 2018

Define the 

challenge

Choose the tools 

and methods

Design the  

experiment

Implement 

the experiment

Analyze and 

learn

Collect the  

best practices

Collect the 

needs

Define the criteria 
for the needs

Select the 

needs

Define the needs  
as challenges

Divide big challenges 

into sub challenges

Define the criteria for 
the sub challenges

Steps for defining a challenge



 Successful Circular Economy Centre
 General factors for the success of an industrial park
(Gaia Consulting: Business Parks of the Future: Report for Regional Centers, 2017)

Functioning infrastructure

Symbiotic business relations

Research and know-how that supports  
new solutions and innovations

Regulations that support operations  

and political actors

Organizational and institutional 
structures

Shared vision

Trust, participation 

and commitment

Economic added value

Gaia Consulting



A circular economy centre is a platform for a corporate 

network where value is created through cooperation.  

The network can extend beyond the boundaries of the  

circular economy center and include external partners 

such as research institutes, universities and businesses  

of varying sizes.

Project funding must be agreed upon together. 

If members have insufficient funding to complete the 
project, knowledge of various funding elements is useful 

when searching for suitable financiers.

While the shared rules are embedded in the R&D&I 

model, more precise rules, e.g. regarding IPR contracts or 

confidentiality, can be agreed upon when needed.

Learning from experiments is at the center of  

R&D&I operations. Both successful and unsuccessful 

experiments are communicated to the member network. 

Successful solutions will be incorporated into standard 

practices. Failed experiments can serve as input for new 

development work. There may also be several alternative 

solutions to the same challenge.
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Treasure Chest

Facilitated handling

of the challenges

Meetings of the circular economy 

centre members

Success

Processing of results

Sparring and 

cooperation support

Further work

Failure

Processing of results,

learning from failures

Development and

innovation projects

Research projects

Partners and financiers

From circular economy

members, or society at 

large
!

Challenges

Piloting, 

Agile experiments

iestintä käytössä 

olevasta alustasta

Käytön opastus 

Uusi kokeilu eri 

alustalla, viestintä 

Ekomo-toimijoilta



Identifying 
and Refining  
Challenges

The treasure chest of ideas

The ideas selected for development are collected in  
a treasure chest of ideas, which is maintained by the 
operator of the circular economy center. 

The best ideas in the treasure chest are selected for 
co-development at the members’ meetings.

Facilitated meetings

The nature of the identified challenge determines what 
co-development methods are suited for solving it and 
used in the development work. 

A selection of co-development methods can be found  
in the toolbox at the end of this guide.
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From Challenges  
to Ventures or  
Projects

Challenges can be turned into research projects  
or development and innovation projects. 

 

Research projects are more open and, where  
appropriate, also utilize external partners, such as  
research and educational institutions. 

In development and innovation projects,  

the participant group can be more limited.  
Participants are selected on the basis of the  
challenge at hand. Both models aim towards a  
culture of experimentation in which practical  
experiments on the subject are carried out as  
quickly and lightly as possible.



 Communication
A successful circular economy centre is based  
on continuous internal communication.  

The operator is ultimately responsible for outward 
communication.

Successful experiments are communicated both to 
internal members and external partners. In addition, 
the methods of successful experiments and results are 
implemented as permanent activities.

Failed experiments should also be communicated  
so the entire network can learn from them. A failed 
experiment goes back to the treasure chest and it  
can be revisited if a new approach to the challenge  
is discovered.
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Funding  
Ventures and  
Projects

In the early stages of ventures and projects, it is vital  
to ensure their funding. If self-financing by members  
is not sufficient to carry out the project, it is advisable  
to learn about available funding elements and choose 
the most applicable.  
 

The choice of funding elements varies.  
See examples on the adjacent page.
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External
Funding Opportunities

MEAE (TEM): Discretionary  

government transfers for circular 

economy investment and  

development projects (2019)

Sitra Project funding

ERDF (development projects)

ELY Regional Development 

Grant

BUSINESS FINLAND:

Bio & Circular Finland program

BUSINESS FINLAND: Public services 

(innovative public procurement)

BUSINESS FINLAND: 

Research and product  

development

EU Life

European funding programs

EFSI (European Fund for  

Strategic Investments)

EU International, regional and 

urban-development programs

EU Horizon 2020 (2021  

Horizon Europe, € 100 B)

EEEF (European 

Energy Efficiency Fund)

Municipalities, 

municipal federations

Research 

institutions

Regional develop-

ment companies  

Organizations, 

associations

Companies

FCG, 2019 



Organization  
of the Circular  
Economy Centre

A circular economy centre can be organized in a  
number of ways. Some of the most common are listed 
on the next page.

The network has a need for a neutral operator or
facilitator. The operator can be a central operator of the 
circular economy centre, an association or a company 

specially established for this purpose. The tasks of the 
central operator include arranging meetings between 
the members of the circular economy centres and  
overseeing the common interests related to the  

projects. Outward communication and the  
encouragement of R&D&I activities are also part  
of the operator’s tasks.
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FCG, 2019 

Business Description Pros Cons/Challenges Assessment of Feasibility 

(Proof of Concept)

Municipal company / 

Body of Municipalities 

as the driver. 

The public anchor company  

of the area coordinates develop-

ment and operates as a platform. 

No new structures needed; 

can start immediately.

Conflict with statutory activities: resour-

ces (time and money) are insufficient. 

Requires additional funding (municipalities/ 

project funding) and own ”passion”. 

Development  

company PPP*.

Established by the operators of the 

circular economy park (public and 

private)

An operator focused on 

development.

Gathering shareholders and  

funding is challenging. 

Founding a new organization is a heavy  

administrative task. Financing is a challenge; 

requires significant municipal budget funding.

Development  

Association PPP*.

Established by companies and 

operators involved in the  

development of the circular econo-

my park (public and private).

An operator advancing deve-

lopment. Extensive funding 

opportunities. 

Limited decision making power.  

The risk of low performance and then  

fading. Financial sustainability a  

challenge, requires project funding.

Not guaranteed that all required members can  

be successfully enlisted.

Outsourced area 

operator

The organization responsible for 

managing, development and mar-

keting in the region.

Development-focused opera-

tor. Business-oriented (?) 

Sufficient income streams. R&D&I  

facilitation is not a business activity. 

Through competitive tendering as a purcha-

sed service (a gradual transition to profitable 

business). 

Outsourced service/

platform integrator. 

Transfer of certain service  

packages to a private operator (e.g. 

a digital platform). 

Business-oriented (?) The costs must be covered, what are the 

other sources of income in addition to 

the management fee? 

Are the volumes sufficient? Purchased services 

(members pay) or business? 

Living lab:  

network partnership. 

Contractual cooperation between 

the driving-force operator and 

the universities/development 

organizations.

Significant know-how and ex-

tensive funding opportunities 

(for total development and 

member projects).

Uncertainties related to funding (delays, 

rejected applications). 

No heavy organization needed. Requires a  

coordinating person, or at least allocating work 

time for the developers’ key personnel. Gradual 

expansion of activities through project funding.

Forum/Consortium. Networked (e.g. interregional) 

development forum with a common 

objective. 

Sharing of costs,  

resources and know-how. 

Fear of unbalanced distribution of 

 benefits. Is there enough interest? 

Suitable for wider network collaboration  

(interregional), lightweight cluster model.  

Sharing common challenges and resources. 

Project operator. R&D&I operations. Minimizing risk. Dependent on external funding and 

timetables for funding programs. 

Realistic development-phase solution. Allows 

more freedom and experimentation thru projects

(which is harder to achieve within daily  

operations of a public commercial enterprise).

Innovation partnership. Development of an innovative 

operating model

A public procurement agent  

is eligible for a 50% grant

from Business Finland.

Requires perseverance. Realistic development-phase solution.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

*PPP = public–private partnership



The idea of allocating resources via a platform or an 
application arose in an Ekomo workshop among 
the members in the region.

The challenge called “resource exchange” is  
a development project created in the Ekomo 

network and a number of external partners.  
They set out to research suitable platforms and  
chose VTT to perform the benchmarking.  
The needs and desires regarding the platform  
were mapped in a workshop arranged by  
Ideascout, where Ekomo members  
participated along with a VTT representative.

The benchmarking resulted in a selection of alternati-
ve platforms. Microsoft Teams, perceived as an easily 
approachable option, was chosen as the platform for the 
first experiment.

In the pilot phase, a group, an appropriate number of 
channels, as well as an Excel-based calendar were  
created for the Teams platform. The next step was to  
invite the regional operators. The test phase monitors 

how discussion is initiated in the group, and considers 
whether the functions of Teams are sufficient for  
implementation. Depending on the results, Teams will 
either remain as the applicable platform or it can be 
replaced by another test platform based on the results  
of the benchmarking.

If the first experiment fails, another test platform can be 
directly chosen from the results of the benchmarking.

Case: 
Resource Exchange
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Resource Exchange

Workshop

Benchmarking

Platform Selection

Communication on

platform use

 

Guidance

and support

New experiment with 

different platform,

communication about

the new experiment

 

Development project

VTT & Ideascout

IDEA

From Ekomo 

members
!

Platform

piloting



Methods and tools tested in the CircHubs project

• Online workshop
•  Online joint-development platform
•  Traditional workshop and facilitation
•  Innovation camp/hackathon

Other methods and tools for co-development

•  Business Model, Value Proposition or Lean canvas

•  Hyper Island Toolbox
•  Innoduel

•  Ideapakka (several different options)
•  Service design

•  Topaasia (several different types)
•  Viima

You should explore and look for new tools  

and methods with an open mind.

There are many organizations offering traditio-

nal facilitation. In addition, you can develop your 
own facilitation skills by participating in suitable 
training.

During the project, guides on methods have been 
compiled on the web publication (in Finnish):  
https://circhubs.fi/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/op-

paita-ja-aktivoivia-menetelmia-fasilitoinnin-tuek-

si-final.pdf

 
Toolkit
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Open Innovation Intermediary  

Platforms

Agorize  
Battle of Concepts  
bluenove  
CauseTech.net  

Cross Innovation  

Fraunhofer-Ideenportal  
Get in the Ring 

HYPE / HYPE GO! 
IdeaConnection  

ideas4all  

IdeaScale / IdeaBuzz  
Imaginatik 

Innoget 

innosabi  
Innovation Exchange  
Innoversia  

Kaggle  

NineSigma / NineSights  

Nosco  

OPENiSME  

Presans  

yet2 

100% Open 

Crowdsourcing Platforms 

Atizio  
brainfloor  
Brightidea  

Chaordix 

HeroX  

Hypios CI  

InnoCentive  

OpenIDEO 

Passbrains  
Qmarkets  

Spigit  

Tricider 

Paajanen, S. 2017

Joint-Development Platforms 

ENoLL  

GitHub  
HYVE 

idClic  

iMinds  

IndustryHack  

jovoto  

Nimble Bee 




